The Code of Ethics and Archival Conservation
by Norvell Jones
I think Marian has said a great deal which applies to archival
materials.

I should preface this by saying that I am very new to

the field of archival conservation, I have been working at the
National Archives for about a year now, and it has been a real
revelation to me to realize that archival conservation is not
library conservation and it is not manuscript conservation.

Those

of you who heard Stuart Kohler speak about his computer experiences
this morning will have recognized the column labelled

"cubic feet."

My introduction to what archival conservation was about came when I
asked my future employer about how many items existed in the
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appropriately depending upon the interaction that you have with the
curator and what determinations are made ab out, again, what the
ob ject is and what the goals of preservation are.

And that we do

not necessarily need to outline one single course of treatment, but
that it may often b e appropriate to outline several alternatives and
to work closely with the custodian to determine exactly which one is
appropriate.
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